From the smallest classes to the biggest lecture halls, effortlessly record any class on campus with just one click.

With Kaltura Lecture Capture, create engaging, interactive videos on a schedule or on the fly. Automatically publish to your Learning Management System (LMS) courses.
**CAPTURE EVERYWHERE, MANAGE ONCE**
- Record all classrooms, not just major auditoriums
- Manage all recordings from any Open Capture Standard recording hardware in one place
- Offer students an interactive viewing experience with their choice of side-by-side and picture-in-picture views, so they can focus on what’s important to them
- Make lectures more powerful with the full advantages of the Kaltura platform, including editing and enhancing with captions, quizzes, and more

**JUST HIT RECORD**
- Simple user interface: one click to record, no extra setup or learning curve
- Managed deployment on any Windows computer
- Record cameras and screen captures in Full HD (1080p)
- Upload automatically in the background, then publish directly to courses
- Schedule recordings in advance through the video portal or LMS, or record ad hoc

**CENTRALIZED VIDEO FOR CROSS-CAMPUS AND BEYOND**
- Use one platform for lecture capture, personal capture, VOD, and live broadcast
- Share videos easily across the campus for: teaching and learning, marketing, admissions, student life, athletics, alumni relations, and more
- Make the latest course recordings always available to your students in your LMS, or add to any other video application

Want to learn more about lecture capture? https://corp.kaltura.com/products/education/lecture-capture/